Hi again! Welcome to week 21 of the MyMemories *Project 52*
series! This week is a great time to talk about how we can use our
projects to commemorate and honor those that aren’t with us any
more. This week, as we take time to honor our fallen on Memorial
Day in the US, we’ll offer a reminder to make sure you capture the
story behind the photos while you can from those who know the
details. How often have you looked back at old black and white
photos of long ago, and no one knows who they are or that their
exact connection is to you or your family? This week our word is
one that we need to take time to do… let’s:

When you are archiving photos, or creating pages or working on journaling a current project - take the time to
include (even if you add them as a design detail with WordArt) as many details as you can about WHO is in the
pictures, and WHY they were taken. We have a LOT more photographs these days of daily life, but we still
need to remember to capture the information we can while it is fresh. If you have older relatives, make sure
you try to get the *story* behind old family photos. There is some amazing history that is being lost because
sometimes there is no one left to tell the tale. Try to have them tell the story in their words, and be sure to
record as much as you can about what is going on in the picture, or where the picture was taken or why! You
will be glad you did!! Even if you just keep a notebook until you get the pages done, remember to remember!

And a VERY special THANK YOU to our friend, Sarah from
*Sweet Blossom Designs* for letting us use her super cute
kit, *PHOTO SHOOT* for this fun series! Thanks Sarah,
we LOVE it!! (I think you will too!)
Check it out here: PHOTO SHOOT!

Join us each Saturday in 2012 for a fun new edition of MMS P-52! It’s
going to be a fun journey into our lives, our memories, our family’s
story and we’ll grow through it together! If you miss a week, don’t
worries, the posts will be listed on the blog so you can always catch
up! If you have something FUN you want to suggest that we add to the
list - please send me an email, Email me at LisaJ@MyMemories.com

. .and don’t forget to make a memory today!
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